Players: 2–6

Age: 12 years+

		
Playing Time: 30–90 minutes

Artaios, the First Father, had six children with his wife, Branwen, the First Mother. They grew up to be gods and guardians of the
biosphere. The siblings loved each other very much. They were strong of build and sharp of mind. Whatever they attempted, they
succeeded with ease, and faultlessly.
When the young gods had grown to adulthood, Artaois and Branwen bade them each create something to add it to their creation, so
that it would enrich the world and populate it. And thus, the gods created six very different types.
Time passed and the creations of the gods multiplied and spread without restraint across the biosphere. And so it came to pass that
Artaios and Branwen bade their children bring order to their creation. Whoever would be the first to bring their population into
accord with the biological order would be called “Lord of Creation” from thereon.

Game Components
•

300 dice (50 each of the six colors) – with numbers from 1 to 5 and a blank sixth face

Each player represents one type. We use the word “type” as a cover term for all populations controlled by one player. The
number of types is equal to the maximum number of players, i.e., 6. Each type is made up of 50 different populations
(dice). These are placed into the biosphere by the players, with the numbers on the dice symbolizing the lifespan of each
population.
•

48 environment/territory tiles (8 each of desert, savannah, grassland, forest, mountain range, and polar region)

The game map of the biosphere: This is composed of various environments on which you place your populations. How
many population may be placed onto one environment is determined by the number of population spaces. These are
marked by white circles and vary from environment to environment. Regions that have good living conditions (such as
forest – 7) have more population spaces that uninhabitable ones (such as desert – 3). Environments have a direct effect
on the lifespan of the populations placed there.
•

1 rotary disc (wheel of life)
Age display: This disc is used to represent the lifespan of the various populations. It tells you which
populations are going to die this round, as well as the (dice) numbers of new populations being placed.
Each turn, the inner ring of the disk is advanced by 1 section – counter-clockwise (i.e., in the direction of the arrow).

•

1 special cards display
The traits of this split display are accessible to all players, as long as the necessary requirements are fulfilled (as opposed to the use of development cards, which are not open to
all). Traits include the four evolutionary cornerstones of „specific“ and „general“ as well as
„large“ and „small“, and also bonuses for the development of each of the six various environments. The rim of the display holds the tie breaker band, where players can advance
their markers by spending evolutionary points.
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Setting

up (fo

2.

Each player chooses a color and takes all
50 dice of this color. Unused dice are removed from play.

1.

Depending on the number of
players, you are going to need
different amounts of environment
tiles. These you place on the table in
any way you like, to create one large,
connected environment (see page 12).
2 players: 16 environment tiles
(3× mountain range, 3× grassland,
3× savannah, 2× polar region, 3×
forest and 2× desert)
3 players: 24 environment tiles
(4× mountain range, 5× grassland,
4× savannah, 3× polar region, 5×
forest and 3× desert)
4 players: 32 environment tiles
(5× mountain range, 6× grassland,
5× savannah, 5× polar region, 6×
forest and 5× desert)

row 2

row 1

5 players: 40 environment tiles
(7× mountain range, 7× grassland,
7× savannah, 6× polar region, 7×
forest and 6× desert)
6 players: all 48 environment tiles

As an example, we have
provided a 3-player set-up to
the right.

discard pile

9.

discard pile

Place the special cards display in a location where all players can easily access
it. Put one wooden token of each player on the tie breaker band of the special cards display. The player to the right of the starting player places their marker
on the starting space appropriate to the number of players (in our example   ).
Their right neighbor then places their marker on the next space, and so on.

8.

Determine a starting player (in
the example: red). They take the
violet starting player marker and place
it in front of them.

(for 3

players)

3.

Each player takes 1 player display of their corresponding color and places it face-up in front
of them. Unused displays are removed from play.

4.

Each player takes the 25 wooden tokens in their
chosen color. 11 of these are each placed on the
starting spaces of the respective player displays, 2 more
each are placed above the scales of the evolutionary field.
Wooden tokens of unused colors are removed from play.

5.

Separate the cards by the
three flipside colors. Shuffle
the two green piles (development
cards) thoroughly, then lay out 1
row of 5 cards each per pile, faceup. Place all other cards, sorted by
type, to the left to be used as facedown draw piles.

6.

Sort the assignment cards
by the background colors of
their front sides or the letters in the
bottom right corners, respectively,
to create seven piles. Shuffle all the
piles thoroughly and draw 1 card
from each pile. Place these face-up
next to the game map, so that all
players may easily see them. The
remaining cards are not needed
during play and are removed.

7.

Prepare the disc by setting it to the
5/5 combination.

•

6 player displays (one in each color)

 These displays show the state of development of a type.

•

»»

Evolutionary space/Evolution scale: To gain new abilities for their types, the players need to develop them. This happens on the evolutionary space. By using the
two markers, the players develop their types in the areas of „specific“ and „general“ as well as „large“ and „small“. Development requires a certain amount of
evolutionary points. The more advanced the development is supposed to be, the
more evolutionary points do you need. Development is tracked by the stages 1 through 4. It is also possible to “deevolve” a type by taking steps in the opposite direction.

»»

Lifespan survey: In each of these six lines, a marker shows the lifespan of this type in the respective
environment. Lifespan ranges from 1 through 5. If the lifespan of a type changes (e.g., by playing a
development card), the player needs to immediately move the marker to the new value. Should this
result in a lifespan of longer than 5, the marker remains at 5 and the player moves 2 spaces ahead on
the tie breaker band instead.

»»

Reproduction: This ability shows how many new populations of this type are created per turn, i.e.,
how many new dice a player may put into the biosphere. Starting value is 3. During a game, it may
be raised to up to 6. Should some event cause the value to go beyond 6, the marker remains at 6
and the player moves 3 spaces ahead on the tie breaker band instead.

»»

Movement: This ability shows how many moves are available to a player’s populations. Starting
value is 1. During a game, it may be raised to up to 4. Should some event cause the value to go
beyond 4, the marker remains at 4 and the player moves 3 spaces ahead on the tie breaker band
instead.

»»

Evolutionary points (EP): This is the currency for all movement along the evolutionary space, the
tie breaker band, and the purchase of development cards. Each player gains 5 EP per turn, which
they may either spend immediately or save up for later turns. This value may be raised to up to 11.
Should some event cause the value to go beyond 11, the marker remains at 11 and the player moves
3 spaces ahead on the tie breaker band instead.

»»

Evolutionary points counter: Players record the current state of their evolutionary points by means of these
two markers. One of the markers represents the one-digit figure, the other one the two-digit figure. Since
players rarely amass more then 30 EP, we have grayed out the higher-numbered spaces.

150 wooden tokens (25 per color)

Players use these as markers to record the state of development of their respective type on the player display. They are also
used to cover the spaces on the special cards display, as well as fulfilled assignment cards.
•

36×
20×
80 cards
»» 56 development cards/attribute cards: Players may buy these cards by
spending evolutionary points. They change the abilities of a player’s type.
The small number in the top left corner represents the cost in evolutionary points that need to be spent to take that card into your hand. The
highlighted sections list the requirements regarding size and specialization that need to be met exactly to play that card. The lower section of
each card shows its effect on a type (bonuses). These usually affect one
or more abilities: Important: Once you have played a card and then lose the requirements for it (e.g., because you
have moved into a different direction on the evolutionary space), you may still keep the card and continue to use its
bonuses.
»» 24 assignment cards/mission goals: These cards show the assignments players need to fulfill to
win the game. There are seven different categories. Only one assignment per category is used
in play.

•

1 starting player marker
This violet token identifies the player who goes first in each phase of a given turn. At the end of each
turn, it is passed on in a clockwise direction.
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24×

The “Basic Rhythm” of the Game
The basic rhythm of Biosphere is rather straightforward. Play lasts for several turns. Each turn consists of 8 phases which are
treated in succession:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Turn the disc and remove populations
Gain EP
Spend EP and play 1 development card
Movement (move populations already in play)
Reproduction (place new dice in adjacent positions)
Fill up environments
Check assignments
Change starting player and replenish face-up cards

The starting player begins each turn and performs his actions in any phase. The other players follow, until everybody has acted
during that phase. Play then moves on to the next phase. A turn is over once all eight phases have been played through by all
players.
The next turn then begins again with phase 1. As soon as any player(s) has fulfilled at least five assignments in phase 7, the
game ends.

Playing the Game
1. Turn the disc and remove populations

– Old populations become extinct and are taken off the game map

Note: If you are reading the rules for the first time, we suggest you skip this section and read the others first, up to the section
on Reproduction, and then return here.
In this phase, the wheel of life is turned counter-clockwise (i.e., in the direction the arrow is pointing) by 1 space. The outer
ring of the disk shows the die numbers 1 through 5 (see illustration). Moving the wheel causes one of the 5 die numbers to
be marked by the illustration of an “elephants’ graveyard.” The number in this space tells you the type of populations that
become extinct in this turn. All dice in the biosphere that show the corresponding number need to be taken off the map and
placed back into storage.
Example: The wheel of life is advanced by 1 space and now shows the number “5.” All players remove all their dice on the
map that show the number “5” and place them back into their storage At the end of this phase, no dice with the number “5”
may remain in the biosphere.


Note: At the beginning of the first phase of the first turn, set the disc to 5/5.

2. Gain EP

– Players gain evolutionary points during this phase

Evolutionary points (EP) are the game’s “currency.” Players can use them to move along the evolutionary space as well as the
tie breaker band, as well as buy development cards.
Each player gains as many EP as are listed on the “Evolutionary Points” scale on their player display. Usually, each player gains
5 EP per turn. These are immediately tracked on the evolutionary points counter.
Example: Alex’s marker on the “Evolutionary Points” scale is at “9.” This means he
gains 9 EP in this turn. Since he has 4 EP remaining from his last turn, he moves the
marker on his evolutionary points counter to “13” (4+9).
Players may also perform this phase simultaneously.
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3. Spend EP and play 1 development card

– During this phase, the players develop their types in their respective evolutionary space and purchase development cards. Playing development cards increases the chances of populations surviving in the biosphere.

The starting player goes first and performs their actions. Then the next player does the same. There are five actions to choose from:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Purchase development card(s)
Move along the evolutionary space
Move along the tie breaker band
Play 1 development card
Pass

Purchase development cards
Each player may buy as many cards from the face-up display as they can afford. Each card from row 1 costs 2 EP, each card
from row 2 costs 5 EP. The cost is also listed in the top left of each card. Newly purchased cards go into the player’s hand. The
position of the player’s evolutionary points counter is reduced by the purchase cost of the card.
Example: Birgit chooses the cards „Small 1 / General 2” and “Small 1 / General 3” from row 1, for a total of 4 EP. From row 2,
she also chooses “Small 3 / General 3” at 5 EP. She takes the three cards in her hand and moves her marker on the evolutionary
points counter back 9 spaces, from 10 to 1.


The face-up cards up for purchases are not replenished until the end of a player’s turn. To do so, move all the remaining cards
to the right to close any gaps, then fill the empty slots with cards from the respective draw pile (see illustration).


Cards in row 1 afford a player a lifespan bonus in either one or two environments, depending on the card. The cards in row 2
give the player a bonus to reproduction, movement, evolution, or lifespan (depending on the card) in any environment.
Move along the evolutionary space
A player may move as many spaces along the evolutionary space as they are able to pay for in EP. Players may
move at will in both directions on the two scales. The total of the spaces moved on both scales determines the
final EP cost. We have listed these costs on the player display (see illustration). The basis principle is that the
cost increases exponentially per number of spaces moved.
Example: Philipp wants to move from “Large 1” to “Small 2” on the upper scale. He moves his marker to the
position “Small 2.” In addition, he moves his marker on the lower scale from “Specific 3” by 1 square to “Specific 4.” All in all, Philipp has moved/developed his type by 3 spaces during this turn, for a total cost of 6 EP. He moves the
marker of his evolutionary points counter from 10 to 4.







Whenever a player reaches the value of “4” on both scales simultaneously, they may immediately place one of their markers
onto the respective space on the special cards display to gain the bonus listed there.
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Important: To place a marker, a player needs to end his movement on that evolutionary space.
There is a total of four different combinations:
»» “Small 4 / General 4”
»» “Small 4 / Specific 4”
»» “Large 4 / Specific 4”
»» “Large 4 / General 4”
Each player may gain each of these bonuses only once per game, i.e., they may only place a marker on a space on the special
cards display once. If a player reached one of these combinations a second time during the game (meaning their marker is
already on that particular space), they do not gain the listed bonus again.
Example: In this turn, Alex moves 2 spaces, from “Small 2” to “Small 4.” Since his second marker is already at “General 4,”
he ends this turn’s movement on the evolutionary space. He now places one of his markers on the space “Small 4 / General 4”
and decides to move his marker on the Reproduction scale by 1 space to the right (from 3 to 4). He could still buy cards from
the face-up display or move along the tie breaker band.









Note: At the beginning of the game, each player, at the start of their turn, puts their markers on a 1/1 combination of their
choice (e.g., “Small 1 / Specific 1”) and goes on to develop from there.

Move along the tie breaker band
A player may move as many spaces along the tie breaker band as they are able to pay for in EP. We have listed the cost on the
player display (see illustration). The basis principle is that the cost increases exponentially per number of spaces moved. Spaces
occupied by other players are skipped and do not count against the total cost.
Note: Costs for movement along the evolutionary space and on the tie breaker band are calculated separately.
Example: After having moved 3 spaces on the evolutionary space this turn, Philipp now decides to also move 2 spaces on the
tie breaker band. This costs him 3 EP. Thus, he moves his marker on the evolutionary points counter from 4 to 1. While moving, he skips Birgit (red) and Alex’s (yellow) markers at no cost, so that he effectively moves 4 spaces (see illustration).





Second section
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First section

Example: As per the illustration to the left, the red
player would need to reduce lifespan in 2 environments by a total of 2 points. Player red does not
loose another lifespan if they are still in this regions
in following rounds (it‘s a onetime loss!).





Whenever a player reaches or skips one of the green corner spaces, they immediately gain the bonus depicted there (1 lifespan
of their choice / 1 point reproduction or movement or evolution / 1 lifespan of their choice plus 1 point reproduction, movement, and evolution).

Once the first player reaches or skips the first green corner space, the following rule
applies from then on: If a player whose
turn it is has their marker on one of the specially marked spaces on the tie breaker band at the end of phase 3 (after playing
a development card), they need to reduce the lifespan of their type on the lifespan survey once by 2 points (in the first section), or once by 1 in the second section. Should this cause the marker in one environment to move below the starting value
(the marker may only drop one space below starting value!), this type becomes unable to reproduce in that environment. The
marker will then be placed on the symbol of this environment. Until the player receives another bonus for this environment,
they may not place new populations into this environment during phases 5 or 6, but may still move populations into or
through that environment during phase 4.

Play 1 development card
At the end of phase 3, each player may play exactly 1 development card from their hand, as long as they are able to fulfill the
requirements listed on the card exactly. There are two values on each card. To play a card, a player needs to have their markers
on the evolutionary space at exactly the values listed. Is this the case, the player places the card face-up in front of them and
collects the bonus listed on the card.
Example: Birgit wants to play the card “Small 3 / General 4” (Bonus: +1 on evolutionary points and +1 on a lifespan of her
choice). Birgit’s markers are exactly in the needed positions on the evolutionary space. She places the card in front of her and
moves her marker on the Evolutionary Points scale one position to the right (9  11). As for lifespan, she chooses to add 1
point in mountain ranges (3  4).








Example: Philipp wants to play the card “Small 2 / General 2.” However, his markers’ positions on the evolutionary space
are in the positions “Small 2 / General 4.” Since he does not fulfill the listed requirements, he may not play this card in that
turn.


Note: Since there is only 1 card per combination on the evolutionary space, a player may play no more than 1 card per turn.
Players who move to one of the “4/4” combinations during their turn may not play a card either, since there are no cards associated with these four combinations.
Pass
A player who cannot or does not want to perform an action has to pass. Play proceeds with the next player.

4. Movement (move populations already in play)
– A chance to enter new regions on the map

This phase allows players to have populations that are already in play move to adjacent environments. Each player has a base
movement of 1. This means that each player may move 1 population (1 die) by 1 environment tile, either vertically or horizontally. Since changing your living conditions expends energy, they player needs to reduced the lifespan of the population moved
by 1 (by 1 number into the direction of the elephants’ graveyard on the wheel of life). Should this happen to be the number
currently associated with the elephants’ graveyard, the die is taken off the map. If the die shows a “1,” it is turned to “5.”
Note: Movement may cause a population to have a higher lifespan than possible according to the player
display.
Example: Alex wants to move his “1” population in the savannah by 1 environment tile into the vertically adjacent polar region. He places his die onto one of the empty spaces in the polar region and
reduces the number on it by 1 (from “1” to “5”).
Example: Philipp wants to move 1 population with the die number “4” into an adjacent environment
tile. To do so, he needs to reduce the number on the die by 1, from “4” to “3.” Since the “3” is associated
with the elephants’ graveyard in this turn, the population becomes extinct right after its migration and
is taken off the map.
Note: It does make sense to have populations die by migration, to make space for new populations (see Fill
Up Environments).
Movement may be increased to a maximum of “4.” A player who has, say, a movement of “3” may either:
• Move 1 population by 3 environment tiles (horizontally as well as vertically). It is possible to move through environments
that are fully populated, as long as there is still an empty space on your target environment tile.
• Move 1 population by 2 environment tiles and move another one by 1 environment tile.
• Move 3 populations by 1 environment tile each.
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Each population that has been moved reduces its die number by 1. It does not matter how many environment tiles it has
actually moved.
Note: Skip this phase on the very first turn of the game, since there are no populations in the biosphere yet.
Important: If a player holds the majority of at least two of the same environment tiles at the end of this phase, they place
one of their markers on the corresponding space on the special cards display and adds the bonus listed there. Each player may
get this bonus only once per game. If a player holds the majority on two environment tiles of this type again during the game
(i.e., their marker occupies that space on the special cards display), they do not get that bonus again.

5. Reproduction (place new dice in adjacent positions)
– New populations are born into the biosphere.

The number of populations a player may place during this phase depends on the current value of the Reproduction scale. It
starts at “3” and may be increased to a maximum of “6.” The starting player begins by taking the appropriate number of dice
(3 to 6) from their storage.
New populations may by placed
»» on an empty space in an environment tile where the player has already placed populations;
»» on an empty space in an environment tile horizontally or vertically adjacent to an environment tile where the player has
already placed populations.
Since Alex already has
one of his populations
in the savannah, he may
also reproduce in the
adjacent mountain range
or desert. He may not
populate the polar region,
since reproduction is not
possible along diagonal
lines.

Alex places a new
population into the
savannah. This is possible
because he already
has one population here.

There are six different types of environment tiles: They vary in population space:
»» Desert and polar region: a maximum of 3 empty spaces
»» Mountain range and savannah: a maximum of 5 empty spaces
»» Grassland and forest: a maximum of 7 empty spaces
3 population spaces

5 population spaces

7 population spaces

An environment tile may hold populations of any number of players. The decisive factor is that you have at least 1 population
there, or that there is at least 1 empty space.
All populations placed during this phase are placed with the blank die face showing up. It is not until the player has placed all
their populations that the dice are turned to their correct number (see below).
Important: A population may not be placed into an environment tile whose only neighbor is an environment tile which is only
populated by dice with a blank face (i.e., dice that have been placed in this very turn). This prevents “chain reproduction.”

Once all new populations have been placed, the dice are turned to their correct number, as determined by the lifespan of the
population in the environment in question as well as the current position of the wheel of life. First, the player finds the lifespan
on their player display for that environment (something between 1 and 5). Then they consult the wheel of life. The inner
ring of the wheel shows the numbers 1 through 5. Each of these figures point to a different die number. Use this to adjust the
reading of the newly placed dice.
Step 1:
Determine the lifespan
of the environment
where you have put the
population by consulting the Lifespan survey.

Step 2:
Find the figure on
the inner ring of the
wheel. This determines the final die
number.
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Example: During her turn, Birgit has placed 2 populations onto a savannah and 1 population onto grassland. First, she determines the die number for the two savannah dice. Her player display tells her that her populations have a lifespan of “3” (years/
rounds) in the savannah. Now she consults the inner ring of the circle of life. This shows her that “3” currently refers to the
number “1.” Thus she turns both her dice in the savannah to “1.” Now she determines the lifespan of her population in the
grassland. This is basically “5” (years/rounds). Checking the wheel of life tells her that the current value of “5” is “3,” so she
turns the die accordingly.



Step 1:



Step 2:

Note: During the very first turn of the game, each player may place 3 populations on empty environment tiles of their choice,
adjusting the die numbers accordingly.
Important: If a player holds the majority of at least two of the same environment tiles at the end of this phase, they place one
of their markers on the corresponding space on the special cards display and adds the bonus listed there. Each player may get
this bonus only once per game. If a player holds the majority on two environment tiles of this type again during the game (i.e.,
their marker occupies that space on the special cards display), they do not get that bonus again.








6. Fill up environments

– Dominating parts of the biosphere made easy

Whenever a player holds the majority of an environment’s spaces with their own populations, they may immediately fill the
empty spaces with populations from their storage. Minority populations of other players remain where they are, so that the
active player may only fill the empty spaces. These new populations are then adjusted to their correct die number as described
in the Reproduction section of these rules.
Example: Birgit occupies 3 of 5 places in a savannah. She now fills the remaining two spaces with populations of her own.
Since her lifespan in a savannah is “3,” and the wheel of life refers the “3” to the figure “1,” she turns her two new dice to the
number “1.”


Example: Philipp has 4 populations in a forest (7 space), while Birgit and Alex each have 1. Philipp thus holds the majority
and may fill up the tile. However, since there is only one empty space left, he may only place 1 additional population.


Example (without illustration): Alex holds 3 out of 7 grassland spaces. Since this is less than the majority, he may not fill up
the tile with additional populations.
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Important: If a player holds the majority of at least two of the same environment tiles at the end of this phase, they place one
of their markers on the corresponding space on the special cards display and adds the bonus listed there. Each player may get
this bonus only once per game. If a player holds the majority on two environment tiles of this type again during the game (i.e.,
their marker occupies that space on the special cards display), they do not get that bonus again.

7. Check assignments
– Victory is nigh!

During each game of Biosphere, there are always 7 face-up assignments for the players. Each assignment belongs to a particular
category (A–G). The categories can be told apart by their background colors, as well as by the code listed in the lower right
corner of the card.

Only one assignment per category is in play at any time. Some categories offer three different assignments, others four. Draw
one assignment per category (face-down) at the beginning of play. These are used in this game, the others are not needed.
Once a player has fulfilled all the requirements of an assignment, they may place 1 of their markers onto the card to indicate
completion of the task. Once an assignment has completed for the first time, other players may still solve it, too, and place
their markers on the same card. The following terms are in use:
Spread:
You are present on the environment tile with at least 1 population
Hold the population majority:
You have occupied more than half of the spaces on the environment tile. Other players may
coexist.
Completely control:
All spaces on an environment tile are held by your populations.
The first player who has fulfilled at least 5 assignments wins the game. Should more than one player achieve this in the same
turn, the player who has fulfilled more assignments wins (e.g., 6 completed assignments beat 5). If there is still a tie, the player
who is ahead on the tie breaker band wins.

8. Change starting player and replenish face-up card
At the end of each turn, the violet starting player marker is moved clockwise to the next player. Also, the first card in each row
is put onto the discard pile. All remaining cards are moved 1 position to the right, new cards from the respective draw piles
fill up the card arrays again.


Should a draw pile be exhausted, thoroughly shuffle the cards from the discard pile to create a new draw pile.
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Possible game map configurations
2 players

5 players

3 players

4 players

6 players
The illustrations to the left show recommendations how to set up your games
for the first few times. After that, you
might as well vary the configuration. For
instance, it is perfectly alright to have
“gaps” in the map.
You only need to make certain that the
environment tiles are all somehow connected and that all assignments are possible, regardless of configuration.

Summary: What is different in the first turn?
Phase 1: At the beginning of the very first turn, set the disk to the 5/5 combination.
Phase 3: At the beginning of their very first turn, each player sets their markers to a 1/1 combination of their choice (e.g.,
“Small 1 / Dedicated 1”) and develops from there.
Phase 4: You skip this phase on the very first turn, since there aren’t any populations on the map yet.
Phase 5: In their very first turn, each player may place 3 populations on any empty environment tiles of their choice, adjusting
the die numbers afterwards.

Variant
For a faster or smoother game you can skip using the tie breaker band. Beginners should use this variant. In this variant, exceeding the scales has no extra effect. Tie breaker is the number of EP left, in case of a tie in EP also, there are multiple winners.
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